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May 9th, 2018 - The Poet Suggests Shaka Became Aggressive And More Determined Because Of This Action The Clay Pot Relates To The Zulu Custom Of Making Food And Beer In Clay Pots.
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May 8th, 2018 - EMPEROR SHAKA THE GREAT IS AN EPIC POEM BASED ON THE ZULU ORAL TRADITION COMPILED IN ZULU THEN TRANSLATED BY SOUTH AFRICAN POET MAZISI KUNENE THE EPIC FOLLOWS THE LIFE OF SHAKA ZULU'.
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April 5th, 2018 - Izibongo Zulu praise poems Qwabe recitation records regiment river royal Senzangakhona Shaka Shaka s praise poem Shakan praise Shakan praise stanza Shepstone'
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May 13th, 2018 - Shaka Zulu chief 1816–28 founder of Southern Africa’s Zulu Empire He is credited with creating a fighting force that devastated the entire region His life is the subject of numerous colourful and exaggerated stories many of which are debated by historians'
May 12th, 2018 - Shaka The Zulu by Enyinwa Okechukwu Enyinwa Here he comes with his muscular body in his hands lay the symbol of Africa the symbol that have sent many great warriors six feet beneath,
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April 30th, 2018 - Shaka kaSenzangakhona c 1787 c 22 September 1828 also known as Shaka Zulu was the most influential leader of the Zulu Kingdom He is widely credited
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May 12th, 2018 - The birth of Shaka by Oswald Mbuyiseni Mshali Poem 10 Cheetah by Charles Eglington 86 1 Themes’’I have a name… Shaka Xhosa an incredible South African poet

May 3rd, 2018 - Shaka Xhosa an incredible South African poet I have a name The label portrays the shadow of a hip Shaka Zulu in shorts and grief is through poetry’’FURIOUS LOVE The Mysterious Romantic Life Of Shaka

May 6th, 2018 - It Was The New Dawn As The Day Opened In Its Truest Form In KwaBulawayo King Shaka’s Great Umuzi The Roosters Uttered Their Last Raucous Crow Jumping From The Trees To Get On With The Business Of The Day Whatever That Might Be’’
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May 6th, 2018 - Mudli Shaka has interrupted Sigujana s coronation ceremony In the name of that is sacred leave this kraal now Shaka Does my presence frighten you Elder Or is it your guilt that prevents your allegiance’’
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'may 10th, 2018 - three extracts from the long zulu praise poem about shaka the zulu king shaka succeeded dingiswayo as head of the zulu clan in 1818 by the time of his assassination by dingane in 1828 he had become king of the zulu nation’’
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